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“They have the tools with QS/1 to make [us] 
more efficient. We do more with less. It’s 
proven when we do financial data and when 
we compare it to industry standards; we 
are two to three times more efficient per 
employee than the national average on sales 
per employee, gross profit per employee…           
I have to attribute that to QS/1 because they 
make us more efficient.” 
Darden Heritage, R.Ph. 
Star Discount Pharmacy

Front-to-Back Pharmacy 
Management

QS/1’s NRx enhances your pharmacy’s 
productivity with tools to simplify workflow, 
process claims, manage inventory, and more. 
NRx integrates with other QS/1 products, 
including Point-of-Sale, SystemOne® for HME, 
Multi-Site Management (MSM™), inbound/
outbound IVR, and Web Refill Services 
to provide a comprehensive approach to 
pharmacy software.

Easy Fills
Automatically queue eligible IVR and web refills, 
print labels, and send them to dispensing systems. 
Reduce data entry by scanning barcodes to auto-
populate information. Automatically receive and 
transmit e-prescriptions, estimate reimbursement 
before sale (DIR), and speed checkout with a Will 
Call system that locates prescriptions quickly.

Pricing Control
Take advantage of full-scale pricing control. 
Choose pricing structures based on third-party 
pricing, drug price plans, or your own pricing 
structures. Create formulas for determining 
prescription price.

Better Patient Outcomes
Increase adherence with our refill reminder tool 
that automatically refills routine prescriptions 
and can call, text, or email pick-up reminders to 
patients. Synchronize all patient refills for pick 
up the same day of the month. Use MTM tools 
to document outcomes, SOAP notes, lab values, 
and immunizations.

Extensive Interfaces
Choose the pharmacy management software 
that works with 300+ interfaces and services from 
other vendors – more than any other provider. 
Keep your pharmacy competitive with easy 
connections to additional technology solutions 
that boost workflow efficiency and enhance 
patient engagement.

A pharmacy management solution
that grows with your business.

Learn More & Schedule a Demo Today
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